
Using Your GPS 
System  



What is a GPS? 
●   Global Positioning System (GPS) is a 

navigation system that allows land, 
sea, and air users to determine their 
exact locations anywhere/anytime  in 
the world. 



Benefits of Using a GPS 
●  Gives step-by-step directions on getting to 

your destination from your current location 

●  Directions automatically re-calculate if a wrong 
turn or detour is made 

●  While travelling you do not need to worry 
about getting lost 

●  GPS devices read directions to a destination 
out loud 



Benefits Continued 
●  Some GPS devices provide other types of 

information such as... 
●  Points of Interest (restaurants, hotels, gas 

stations, parks, etc.) 
●  Traffic 
●  Weather 

●  Accurate between 9 to 15 feet, depending on 
the device 



Choosing a GPS 
●  When choosing/buying a GPS 

consider this information  
●  Some GPS systems come 

pre-installed with your 
vehicle 

●  There are GPS apps 
available such as Maps, 
Waze, and MapQuest 

●  How often will you use it? 

●  Portable GPS prices range 
from $100-$500 



Other Features 

● Bluetooth Connectivity 
● Voice Activated Systems 
● Some include downloadable 

maps  
● Can be used in other parts of 

the world 



Using Your GPS Signal 
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Opens Tools to 
Adjust Settings 

Volume 



Where to? 
 
 



Entering an Address 
• Enter City or Zip Code 

 
 
 



Entering an Address 
●  Enter House Number 



Entering an Address 
●  Enter Street Name and Click 

“Done” 



Points of Interest 

●  Food 
●  Fuel 
●  Transit 
●  Lodging 

●  Shopping 
●  Bank/ATM 
●  Parking 
●  Entertainment 
 

●  Recreation  
●  Hospitals 
●  Auto Services 



Map Screen 
Shows your current direction, speed, arrival time, 

and distance until next turn 



Please ask any 
questions you have 

during the 
demonstration! 

GPS Demonstration! 



Receivers and 
Satellites 

●  There are 24 GPS Satellites orbiting the Earth 

●  Each has a computer, an atomic clock and a 
radio that transmits its location back to earth 

●  Receivers on Earth use these transmissions to 
triangulate their position and convert them into 
a geographic location  


